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 Faster, More Reliable DNS-Based Network Traffic Monitoring Discover what's happening on your network with the latest
updates to Sophos UTM's powerful DNS-based monitoring and traffic shaping capabilities. With a robust, feature-rich

implementation of the Domain Name System (DNS), Sophos UTM is the ultimate tool for collecting and analyzing network
traffic. Now available for IPv6, Sophos UTM's latest updates increase its compatibility with newer protocols and enable faster

monitoring of all types of traffic, from simple ping requests to streaming content. With Sophos UTM, administrators can:
Ensure that all network traffic is going where it's supposed to Track global IPv4 and IPv6 traffic Track important application

data Detect network attacks, anomalies and other issues before they cause damage Improve troubleshooting and troubleshooting
time Eliminate unnecessary network monitoring New Feature Highlights: DNS Filtering Many network attacks make use of

spoofed domain names to hide the real IP addresses of the requestor. Before the attack, the requestor's IP address is hidden and
the attacker's IP address is shown. Some network devices can even be fooled into routing a request to the attacker's IP address.

DNS filtering removes the attacker's IP address from DNS responses, making the entire network aware of the malicious IP
address. For an accurate measurement of network traffic, it is critical to be able to detect and track DNS requests. By filtering

out requests for foreign or malicious domain names, UTM helps ensure that network devices are not taken in by spoofed
domains, and that DNS requests are sent to the proper destination. The DNS feature of UTM includes support for IPv4 and

IPv6, and is fully integrated into the UTM Agent, to allow you to take advantage of the performance gains and benefits available
with IPv6. Outgoing DNS Filtering UTM Pro, the commercial version of UTM, offers additional outbound filtering options,

such as filtering specific ports, specific protocols, specific IP addresses and many others. With this new feature, UTM Pro now
includes outbound filtering of DNS queries over UDP 53, an important protocol for retrieving the latest information about
network topology and status from DNS servers. By filtering out DNS queries to UDP 53, UTM Pro is able to determine the
global network topology and report on the connectivity to all external DNS servers. IPv6 DNS filtering With 82157476af
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